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The meeting was called to order by chapter President Carol Frost in the Sheepgrowers Room of 

the American Heritage Center.  Other members present were Vice President Erin Forbes, 

Treasurer Elizabeth Bress, Secretary John Dorst, Mark Greene, Lisa Muller, Cedric Reverand, 

Mary Aguayo, Janice Harris, and Member-at-Large Eric Nye, who participated from England via 

Skype. 

 

In a pre-business comment, Lisa Muller reported that recent junior-year PBK electee Jennifer 

Black was doing very well working in the Office of Institutional Analysis. 

 

Minutes of the 2012 chapter meeting were distributed and reviewed.  President Frost moved and 

Cedric Reverand seconded that they be approved.  Passed unanimously. 

 

Executive Committee Report 
The amendments to our chapter’s By-laws, approved at the spring 2012 meeting, were submitted 

to the Society for review.  Word was subsequently received that our changes were accepted 

without requirements for changes. Two suggestions were offered, however: that we change 

“affiliated members” to “resident members,” in keeping with the wording now preferred by the 

Society, and that we rethink our limitation of the chapter secretary position to two three-year 

terms.  The change in wording has been made.  The revised version of the By-laws is posted on 

the chapter website. 

 

President Frost followed up on the proposal, approved at last spring’s meeting, to create a course 

number (4700) that would register PBK membership on students’ academic transcripts. The 

A&S Central Committee refused the course request on the grounds that (1) the precedent would 

be set for other honor societies to request a course and (2) they do not want courses without 

academic content on the list of course offerings. 

 

Subsequent to deliberations at last spring’s meeting, a request for a PBK Visiting Scholar was 

submitted.  We received word in July that prominent philosopher Tyler Burge (UCLA) would be 

coming to campus in the third week of September. 

 

Eric Nye served as chapter delegate to the PBK Triennial Conference in Palm Beach, Florida, 

Aug. 2-4. 

 

Item regarding the source of chapter funding: On August 31, 2012, Jeremy Page of the UW 

Foundation reported to President Frost that there are two accounts that receive royalties from the 

same company and the same well area. At some point both checks got coded for the Johnson 

fund. He provided a spreadsheet that showed the PBK Johnson fund balance was $14,179.41 of 

expendable funds available as of the end of July.  There was $643.93 of income in July, of which 

$134.31 was endowment payout and the rest was royalties. President Frost has made repeated 

requests for a meeting to go over the oil and gas royalties that belong in the Johnson fund, so that 



PBK can verify annually that the correct well royalties have been deposited in the Johnson fund. 

As of February 20 her emails had gone unanswered. 

 

A fall chapter meeting was held on August 31
st
.  In attendance were chapter officers Carol Frost 

(President), Erin Forbes (Vice President), Heidemarie Laurent (Treasurer), John Dorst 

(Secretary), and Eric Nye (Member-at-large).  Also present were Barbara Logan, Mark Allen 

Greene, William Reiners, and Susanna Goodin (chair of the Philosophy Dept.).  The main order 

of business was planning for the visit of PBK Scholar Tyler Burge.  Practical assistance, 

especially with publicity, was offered by President Frost, Eric Nye, Barbara Logan, and Mark 

Greene.  With the assistance of Philosophy chairperson Susanna Goodin, a tentative schedule for 

Burge’s visit was worked out.  Eric Nye provided a report on his trip to the August Triennial 

Conference in Palm Beach, Florida.  The most important order of business there was discussion 

of the new PBK stipulations for election.  Especially important for our chapter are the 

stipulations for at least intermediate level foreign language and a “college level” math course.  

The latter is problematic.  The question of whether American Sign Language should count as 

foreign language was debated, with strong arguments on both sides. Due to the impending 

departure from UW of chapter Treasurer Heidemarie Laurent, the need for an interim 

replacement was discussed.  Subsequent to the meeting, Betsy Bress graciously agreed to take 

over in this capacity. 

 

Professor Tyler Burge came to campus from Sept. 19 to 21.  As PBK Visiting Scholar, he was a 

featured guest in four classes and delivered a major public lecture, “Perception: Origins of 

Mind.” He was the guest at a lunch hosted by the Philosophy Department and also conferred 

with administrators about plans for a humanities center.  His visit was successful overall and a 

welcome addition to liberal arts programming at UW.  The chapter wishes to thank the 

Philosophy Department, the College of Arts & Sciences, the Religious Studies Program, the 

American Studies Program, and the American Heritage Center for their sponsorship of Professor 

Burge’s visit. 

 

On November 30 our national Chapter liaison, Cara Engel, visited campus.  Several officers 

enjoyed a lunch meeting with her.  She provided the national perspective on several issues 

relevant to our chapter.  She was asked particularly about counting American Sign Language as a 

foreign language.  While she reiterated that it is up to local chapters to decide this issue, she 

reported that the majority of chapters do not allow it.  The vexed issue of the math stipulation 

also was discussed.   

 

The chapter wishes to thank Eric Nye for arranging the restoration and reframing of one of the 

chapter’s original charters.  Thanks, also, to Mark Greene and his staff at the American Heritage 

Center for doing the actual work. The charter is now hanging in Old Main. 

 

On January 13 Carol Frost and Eric Nye hosted the annual PBK party.  The chapter thanks them 

once again for their hospitality. 

 

Discussion:  Eric Nye requested that it be added to the Executive Committee report that he had 

completed a comprehensive updating and collation of the resident membership of Alpha Chapter. 

 



Treasurer’s Report 

Phi Beta Kappa - Alpha Chapter of Wyoming Treasurer's Report 

12-Mar-13 

Uniwyo Account 
Expenditures: 

Altitude Brewery 50 

Total expenditures 50 

Revenues 

Interest Earned through 12/31/20 3.89 

Balances: 12/31/2012 

Share Savings 2999.46 

Share Checking 1033.98 

A & S Account 
Summary of Expenditures 

PBK Registration 1980 

Ceremony Expenses, catering 1490.75 

Vesting Speaker 1074.15 

Misc. Administrative 85.19 

Travel - PBK Conference 305.07 

4935.16 

Balance 8564.84 

Foundation Account 
Expenditures: 

Scholarships - Spr. 2013 (est.) 2000 

Projected Income - Nov. 2012 - June 3012 1074.52 

Estimated Expendable Balance at June 30, 2013 13331.53 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Betsy Lindell Bress, Treasurer 

 

Discussion: 

 

It was pointed out that the Chapter has been receiving $4,500 annually from the President’s Office. In 

the years we have a visiting PBK speaker this money is spent.  The question was raised as to whether 

there are other activities we might pursue that could be supported by this funding.  It was mentioned 

that we might use the Foundation account to increase the amount and/or number of junior year 

electees (three were elected this year). 

 

It was reported by President Frost that the lack of transparency about the Chapter’s Foundation 

account (its sources and management) continue, and that it has been difficult to get response to her 

inquiries.   

 

 

 

 

 



Members-in-Course Committee Report 
The committee’s deliberations yielded forty members-in-course for election to Phi Beta Kappa, 

including three juniors. [Secretary note: This number was subsequently reduced to thirty-nine upon 

discovery that one candidate had already been elected.] 

 

Discussion: 

 

The cutoff GPA used this year was 3.78.  Though lower than last year’s 3.80, it yielded fewer eligible 

students. 

 

The discussion about selection protocols continues, especially regarding upcoming changes both in 

PBK’s guideline revisions and in UW’s University Studies requirements.  Based on information 

gathered from the committee’s review of student files, committee chair Erin Forbes pointed out that 

adding calculus as a requirement would reduce the number of eligible students so drastically as to be 

unworkable.  The upcoming changes in USP requirements will require some sort of adjustment in 

selection protocols.  

 

It was reported that there were more than three eligible juniors this year (with 4.0 GPAs and adequate 

liberal arts hours).  The committee applied relevant criteria (e.g., breadth in liberal arts coursework) 

to select three junior members-in-course. 

 

The assistance of Lane Buchanan to establish the pool of eligible students is much appreciated.  This 

relationship continues to work well. 

 

Committee chair Forbes mentioned that the attempt this year to get clear information about students’ 

foreign language hours didn’t work very well.  This remains an area needing careful attention in the 

review of student files.  That PBK protocols require foreign language through the intermediate level 

is a source of some confusion.  Also, it was pointed out that transferred language credits might not 

register clearly on student transcripts. 

 

It was pointed out that hours in Communications and Journalism and in Criminal Justice need to be 

reviewed for what counts as liberal arts credits.  Cross listing of courses also continues to be a source 

of possible confusion. 

 

It was decided that it is useful for committee members to get paper copies of the candidates’ files. 

This practice will be continued. 

 

President Frost thanked Vice-President Forbes for her streamlining of the Members-in-Course 

procedures, which were noticeably improved this year.  President Frost also thanked the committee 

for its work. 

 

Cedric Reverand moved that the proposed roster of Members-in-course be approved.  Motion 

seconded by Janice Harris.  Motion passed unanimously. [Secretary’s note: Thirty-six of the 

Members-in-Course registered for membership. Three could not be located for notification of 

election.] 

 



Cedric Reverand moved that the committee be empowered to add students to the list of Members-in-

Course should any appropriate candidates be identified subsequent to this vote.  Seconded by Erin 

Forbes. Motion passed unanimously.  

 

New Business: 

It was urged that academic advisors be urged to push students toward foreign language courses.  In 

response to a question about classics courses, it was confirmed that it is clear which courses entail 

actual language instruction and which are literature in translation courses.  It was pointed out that in 

the new USP system the QA (quantitative methods) requirement can be met by passing an exam.  It 

was asked what bearing this might have on our selection protocols? No clear answer. 

 

It was decided to apply for a 2013/14 PBK Visiting Scholar.  Upon review of this year’s roster of 

scholars, the members present charged the Secretary to make a request for three preferred choices, 

ranked as follows: 

Marjorie Garber 

Philip Deloria 

Gennette Wing 

 

The Secretary reported that Jean Garrison, Director of the Global and Area Studies Program, has 

agreed to serve as speaker at this year’s initiation ceremony. 

 

The newly established cycle for electing chapter officers calls for election this year of chapter 

President and Member-at-Large.  Mark Greene and Mary Aguayo have agreed to stand for the latter 

position, and Barbara Logan and Frieda Knobloch will stand for President.  [Secretary’s note: In the 

subsequent election Frieda Knobloch and Mary Aguayo were chosen.] 

 

John Dorst regretfully tendered his resignation as chapter secretary.  Eric Nye graciously agreed to 

take over this office in interim status for the next year. 

 

Eric Nye proposed the following resolution for chapter consideration: 

 

Whereas, leadership of a modern university demands a firm commitment to the liberal arts in order to 

resist pressures toward the commodification of knowledge, and 

Whereas, Alpha of Wyoming has been embodying that commitment consistently since it was 

chartered in November of 1940, and 

Whereas, Prof. Robert Jeffrey Sternberg was recently appointed the twenty-fourth president of the 

University of Wyoming, and 

Whereas, Prof. Sternberg was elected member-in-course by Alpha of Connecticut in 1971, therefore 

Be it resolved that Alpha of Wyoming extends a warm welcome to Robert J. Sternberg and 

anticipates years of fellowship and mutual understanding. 

After discussion it was agreed that the first clause be revised to read: Whereas, leadership of a 

modern university demands a firm commitment to the liberal arts, and 

 

Six votes in favor, two opposed one abstention:  Resolution approved as revised. 

 

Minutes respectfully submitted by John Dorst, Secretary 


